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Abstract
This presentation reports on an ongoing Swedish research project called Crowdsourcing Identities which concerns youth, identity and social media. The making of identity has been endorsed as one important condition for learning for a long time, in both research and educational policy context. It is argued that developing a confident, individual identity, and reflecting upon the identity of others, is fundamental in any educational practice. Moreover, matters of identity intersect with the ongoing digitalization of society in general and education in particular and digital technology proposes conditions for social interaction that differ from those available in pre-digital times. So, these new conditions enable young people not only to represent identity in other ways but also to make and learn about identities in digitally mediated ways - within as well as outside of educational contexts. The overall aim is to conceptually and empirically deepen the knowledge about young people’s making of identity, digital technology and learning, as they combine. In focus is also how they may, to various extents in different intersections, influence conditions for teaching and learning. This presentation reports on the conceptual side of the research. It is suggested that one way to think about young people’s identity making, when practiced in conditions proposed by contemporary digital technologies, is through the interpretive lens of Crowdsourcing Identities. It draws on existentialism and social constructivism and converge theories about identity, technology and crowdsourcing. By so, it offers one way for thinking about digital technology, such as social media, as spaces not only for representing and expressing identities, but also as mediating conditions for identity making – a practice about existence and not just superficial expressions of vanity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smiling easily, with slightly lowered eyelids, Mary looks straight into the lenses of the little device she holds at arm’s length. She seems to be in her teens. Her hair curls down her neck while she tilts her head softly to the side and takes a number of pictures of herself. After carefully selecting and making some adjustments, a picture is uploaded together with her other self-portraits, which she has already shared. Next to this new picture she writes, “I am a bit clueless as to how I look . . . Any suggestions? Also, in which picture do you think I look ’the best’?” Within a few hours, Mary’s request has gotten numerous responses.

I often use this brief narrative in writings and lectures to illustrate how one young person can use contemporary digital technologies in a practice about identity. The narrative could be thought of from several perspectives. At first, Mary might appear as engaged in something vain and superficial. Or, it could be thought of as exemplifying old practices self-portrayals, that were and still are performed by technologies such as drawings, paintings, photographs, sculptures and, today; also performed by digital technologies. Further, her practice could exemplify what is called a Selfie, which explained as a cultural symbol [1] of our time, and also widely published. A September 2018 search show that the selfie hashtag retrieves 360Mn posts on Instagram. The selfie is identified as a genre of its own, where great varieties of human lives such as politics, religion, sports, illness, war, crime, sexuality, pregnancy, funerals, and more are expressed [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7].

Returning to the narrative again, Mary publishes carefully composed images of herself, and what is more, she has an audience in mind. She includes explicit requests for feedback on appearance in the caption, and after a while, there is feedback and two-way communications in the commentary field. This suggest that she uses contemporary, digital technology not only to represent and convey identity, but also to invite others in a practice about identity. In this paper it is suggested that one way to think
about this particular practice is through the lens of Crowdsourcing Identities, a convergence of perspectives of existentialism, social constructivism, technology and ideas of crowdsourcing.

2 METHODOLOGY

The paper draws on a conceptual and explorative inquiry that is part of the ongoing Swedish research project called Crowdsourcing Identities and concerns youth, identity and social media. The overall aim of the project is to conceptually and empirically deepen the knowledge about young people’s making of identity, digital technology and learning, as they combine, or not. In focus is also how they may, to various extents in different intersections, influence conditions for teaching and learning. In this paper, perspectives of existentialism, social constructivism, technology and ideas of crowdsourcing are converged in four themes, from this Crowdsourcing Identities is outlined as one interpretive lens to think about young people’s existential matters of making identity in conditions mediated by contemporary digital technology.

3 RESULTS

As said, the aim is to outline of one way for thinking about the making of identity in conditions mediated by contemporary digital technology, from perspectives of social constructivism, existentialism and technology and ideas of crowdsourcing. The results from the analysis were converged into the interpretive lens of Crowdsourcing Identities and concerns the following four themes; The making of identity; The duality of Self and Other; The Gaze as panopticon of evaluative Others, and finally; Identity, technology and crowdsourcing.

The making of identity: By combining perspectives of existentialism and social constructivism [8], [9], [10], [11] the making identity is thought of as a relational practice, essential to exist as someone, rather than as no one. Furthermore, I consider the making of identity as human’s continuous requests and answers about being, becoming and belonging. That is; Who am I? How do I appear to others? Who can I be and become? And, where do I belong?

The duality of the Self and Other are thought of as conditional to the practice of making identity. The Other is vital to confirm existence and, also, to human’s continuous requests and answers about being, becoming and belonging [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]. Moreover, the Other can be confirmative and communicate approval and appreciation. There might also be absence of recognition. Or the Other can be evaluative [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26] [27], [28], [29], [30], [31], [32], [33]. Thus, the duality of Self and Other can involve discriminatory discourses, such as sexism and racism and affect humans’ being, becoming and belonging, by so identities are made in normative ways.

The Gaze as panopticon of evaluative Others: To realize the duality of Self and Other, humans need to see each other. Or, existentially speaking, there has to be a Gaze [12], [13], [34], [17], [14], [21], [18], [19]. The Gaze is thought of as more than a look. It is part of the practice of making identity because it realizes the duality of the Self and the Other. Moreover, the Gaze, present or imagined, can involve seeing the Other, to see the Self, to be seen by Others and, also, to see the Self through the Gaze of Others. The Gaze can, additionally, reflect recognition, misrecognition or absence of recognition. As such the Gaze can function as a panopticon [35] of present and imagined evaluative Others in human’s continuous requests and answers about being, becoming and belonging.

Identity, technology and crowdsourcing: Technologies, such as theatres, writing, mirrors, cameras, computers, digital networks and social media have inspired, and keep inspiring how identity is thought of in ways that are historically and socially situated. [10], [36], [37], [38], [39], [40], [41], [42], [43], [44], [45], [46], [47], [48]. In this paper it is suggested that contemporary, digital technologies can mediate conditions where, for instance, social interactions about existential matters, such as the making of identity can be practiced in ways that were not possible in predigital times. Technologies, such as social media, can offer extended ways to humans to represent and communicate identities, and also offer extended ways to interact with others and gather information. In multimodal, multidirectional, collaborative and networked ways humans can turn to online crowds of others, ask for feedback, explicit or implicit, and engage in continuous requests and answers about being, becoming and belonging. Who am I? How do I appear to others? Who can I be and become? And, where do I belong? This, I suggest, is a form of crowdsourcing [49], [50], [51], [52], that concerns existential matters of making identity; a crowdsourcing for identity.
4 CONCLUSIONS

Turning to the narrative again, and watching Mary through the lens of Crowdsourcing Identities, the combination of her practice and contemporary digital technology, can be thought of from a convergence of perspectives of existentialism, social constructivism, technology and ideas of crowdsourcing. Contemporary technology can be thought as mediating conditions for the existential practice of making identity, the duality of Self and Other, the Gaze as panopticon of Others, and conditions for engaging online crowds of others in these matters.

Although, technologies are not essential to make identity, it is suggested that they can mediate conditions for identity and, humans may use these conditions - or not. When the making of identity and contemporary technologies combine, the interpretive lens of Crowdsourcing Identities is one way, to think about this. Humans making of identity is rich and complex and can hardly be fully capture by any concept. Thinking about identity making through the lens of Crowdsourcing Identity do not offer a 360° panorama scenery. It is suggested to cover a partial view of what there is to be seen and represent one way to think about Mary’s practice and technology as combined in matters of existence.
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